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ABSTRACT
Bots and humans can combine in multiple ways in the service of
knowledge production. Designers make choices about the purpose
of the bots, their technical architecture, and their initiative. That
is, they decide about functions, mechanisms, and interfaces.
Together these dimensions suggest a design space for systems of
bots and humans. These systems are evaluated along several
criteria. One criterion is productivity. Another is their effects on
human editors, especially newcomers. A third is sustainability:
how they persist in the face of change. Design and evaluation
spaces are described as part of an analysis of Wiki-related bots:
two bots and their effects are discussed in detail, and an agenda
for further research is suggested.

CCS CONCEPTS
Collaborative and social computing theory, concepts and
paradigms • HCI theory, concepts and models • Interactive
systems and tools
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1 Introduction
Bots and humans together are responsible for the production of
knowledge in Wikipedia. Increasingly, bots are being used to
generate data, convert data to articles, and maintain both data and
articles. This is part of a more general trend: outside Wikipedia,
autonomous tools are being used to generate myriad artifacts,
including computer chips and video games [25, 26].
Editors are learning from experience how to use bots and how to
design and build bots. Most bots use basic regular expressions or
heuristic evaluation, and function as straightforward tools. Yet
some bots are, like editors, learning from experience how to clean,
classify, and generate data and text. While, in online communities,
the bot design process is mainly bottom up, with multiple bots
doing similar things, and bots collaborating, there is a governance
structure [12]. It would be useful to better understand the design
space for these systems. That is, what is possible, now and in the
near future? And what is the current coverage of the possible?
Such an understanding might be used to discover parts of the
design space that might be productively explored by systems
designers, bot designers, editors, and bots. It also will be useful to
understand the evaluation space, the criteria used to figure out if a
particular bot should be deployed. Software designers shuttle

between design space, where they generate variation, and
evaluation space, where they figure out which variations deserve
further development [21]. Bot designers likely do the same, with
the constraint that evaluation involves a governance process.
On Wikipedia, articles are increasingly generated by teams of bots
and humans: as early as 2007, most edits were done by bots,
although persistent edits were mainly inserted by humans [24]. In
2012, Wikimedia launched Wikidata, which has become a source
for bots that create content [30]. Bots continue to evolve,
performing more and more complex tasks [5, 23]. In other word,
bots are no longer automatic tools that execute precoded
functions. Instead, they change the overall ecosystem by their
interactions with their operators, administrators, and human
Wikipedia editors, as well as other bots. Understanding to what
degree and how the bots, the people, and the relationships are
changing is important if we want to increase our collective ability
to create, integrate, and use knowledge.
The bot-human environment of Wikipedia is an ecosystem with
bots and humans playing distinct roles in the creation and
maintenance of knowledge. Counter-vandalism is one of the many
roles bots play [11, 16, 27]. Recently, researchers have begun to
analyze the use of bots in managing Wikidata, a website that
mainly maintained by machines rather than human [23]. Humans
in some cases seem to bond with the bots as teammates [7–9]. We
want to better understand how this affects the overall design of the
knowledge production systems and the outcomes of such systems.

2. Design and Evaluation Spaces
2.1 Dimensions of design space
There are many different types of design spaces possible when
large numbers of automated agents are interacting. On the one
hand are arrangements in which bots are part of strictly delineated
hierarchical structures [13]. Such bots are often modular in some
way, and share characteristics that make it possible to predict how
they will interact. On the other hand are arrangements of bots that
are heterogeneous and share little if any common architecture.
Wikipedia and Wikidata bots are on this end of the spectrum; they
can collaborate, but this collaboration is not forced [12].
On closer look, there is process even in this bottom-up
environment. Bots are proposed, their developers questioned, test
runs inspected by those outside the team, and discussions
entertained before bots are approved for production use.
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In attempting to define a design space, we are interested in
capturing current variation, in determining factors, so that gaps in
a space can be discovered and filled. We are also interested in
providing a structure that cuts down the amount of unproductive
exploration that might be done. That is, we want to find some
dimensions or choice points that are generative of useful
solutions.

in Wikipedia, encouraging rather than discouraging newcomers is
important. This can be measured by looking at newcomer survival
rates.

With respect to bots, we are interested in the design of human bot
systems. We have identified three sets of choices that need to be
made by designers: this can be considered the start of
characterization of the design space.
The first has to do with the function of the bot: what its purpose
is, and, in particular, which types of pages or data it operates on.
Some bots post into articles, others onto user talk pages, and still
others create or modify tuples in the Wikidata knowledge graph.
The second has to do with the technical architecture of the bot:
how it is coded, and if and how it shares function libraries or other
forms of embedded technology.
The third is the extent and nature of the interface with humans and
in particular, the initiative that can be taken by both. Humans can
invoke bots. Bots can revoke edits. Humans can monitor bot edits,
and bots can monitor human edits. Humans can monitor the bots
that monitor humans. That is, there is a recursive structure in the
relationship between humans and bots, and designers anticipate
this structure. Moreover, the relationship can function at different
levels. Specifically, Wikipedia involves a kind of implicit
coordination at the group level that manifests in Wikiprojects
[23]. Bots can service group as well as individual goals

2.2 Evaluating bot and human systems
Bots are created to aid humans in performing certain tasks. They
can help in some ways but hinder in others: the evaluation space
spells out the criteria to be used in evaluating the design of a bot
and human system.
Bots support human work by improving productivity [10, 28, 31].
For any technology, the overall impact on productivity is often a
major criterion that drives adoption [3]. But sometimes bots send
misleading messages, take disruptive actions and increase the
maintenance burden on humans [28, 31]. Moreover, some of the
bots’ impacts are hard for developers to anticipate [1, 15]. It is
clear bot evaluation involves more than measuring productivity.
In Wikipedia, the interactions between editors are mediated
through articles and talk pages. These interactions can be
measured with respect to frequency. That is, the overall number of
interactions between editors, as well as the intervals between
edits, may influence further decisions to edit [32]. The
interactions may express attitudes that may trigger emotional
responses. For example, articles for deletion pages record debates
that often turn emotional. Just as product designers pay attention
to the emotional reactions of users, those evaluating bots pay
attention to the reactions of human editors. In particular, due to
the importance of recruiting volunteer labor in the form of editors
2

2.3 How bots affect newcomers’ survival
As an illustrative example, we explore the effect of two distinct
Wikipedia bots on newcomers’ survival rates: the ClueBot NG
and the SuggestBot.
ClueBot NG is the anti-vandal bot that uses machine learning
algorithms to detect vandalism on Wikipedia content pages [29].
After removing an instance of suspected vandalism, it will leave a
message on the contributor’s user talk page to inform the editor
about the action taken. The bot was formally launched on the
entire English Wikipedia in October 2010 and has reverted over 5
million instances of suspected vandalism. Even though it has
successfully defended the encyclopedia from vandalism, Halfaker
et al. showed that the rude greeting this bot provided to those
practicing their first edits decreased retention of newcomers [15].
SuggestBot is a recommender bot that uses collaborative filtering
to help users find articles to contribute [6]. It delivers a list of
suggested articles to its subscribers based on their recent edit
history. The bot was launched in December 2005 and has
provided over 64,000 suggestions to 7,843 editors.
We are interested in how communication with bots affects
newcomers’ retention. It is reasonable to expect that the
newcomers who received a friendly suggestion will have a higher
engagement level and thus participate longer on the platform. By
contrast, newcomers who receive a warning message about a
recent edit that was reverted are more likely to feel offended and
leave the platform.
To better understand this, we analyzed all the newcomers that
registered in 2011 and made at least one edit in that year. From
the newcomers we selected all the users who received a message
from either of the two bots discussed above with in 60 days of
their first edit and separate them into the two groups. We also
randomly selected three thousand newcomers who did not receive
any messages as the comparison group. We define a newcomer
“active” in a certain month if the newcomer made at least one edit
in that month. We tracked newcomer activity in the following two
years and calculated monthly group survival rates based on how
many editors were active in that month. Table 1 shows the
summary statistics of newcomers in each user group.
User Group

Number of
Editors

Retention rate

Suggested Newcomers

92

23.73%

Reverted Newcomers

34,144

0.60%

Random Newcomers

3,000

1.75%

Table 1: Summary statistics of three user groups.

Steps toward Understanding Bot and Human Design Space
Similar to Halfaker’s finding, newcomers who were reverted by
the ClueBot NG have a survival rate lower than the random
newcomers. However, newcomers that were greeted by the
SuggestBot have a significantly higher survival rate, 13 times
larger than the random newcomers. Because newcomers have to
actively register for SuggestBot, one possible explanation is that
only the most motivated editors register in the first place. The
degree to which retention is due to self-selection or to the effects
of positive interaction can’t be shown from this study. Most likely
both factors are at play; a random assignment experiment would
be one way to further explore the issue. Figure 1 shows the
monthly survival rate of the three groups.
We also find that another potential evaluation criterion, the
frequency of bot-human interactions, has an effect. Figure 2
shows the monthly survival rate of newcomers who received
suggestions once and who received suggestions more than once.
As we can see from the figure, newcomers who received more
suggestions generally will have a greater survival rate than
newcomers who only received one suggestion, although the
advantage diminishes over time. This may be because of natural
attrition in editors, or it may be the result of habituation. Either
way, it suggests that evaluation criteria be measured over
sufficiently long periods of time to capture such trends.

Figure 1: The monthly survival rate of newcomers.

Figure 2: The monthly survival rate of suggested newcomers.

2.4 Relationships between bots and developers
Software is not only difficult to build, it is also difficult to
maintain, and, in the software engineering world, maintainability
is an important evaluation criterion. To better understand this, we
looked more deeply into the construction and management of the
two bots. The users that created SuggestBot are ForteTuba and
Nettrom. Both of them are academics, and declare their public
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identities on their user pages. User ForteTuba began editing on
Wikipedia on October 24, 2005. An archived discussion thread
comment by ForteTuba reads “Just an update, SB has made
suggestions to a couple hundred people unsolicited without
complaints, and to a few dozen who asked for recommendations.
Overall feedback has been positive on its talk page.” Implicit in
this comment is a process of allowing the bot to be evaluated in its
early stages of development. Bots need to gain approval from the
overall Wiki community before being deployed in a process
mediated through discussions on a page devoted to Bot requests
for approval (BRFA). For BRFA#2, ForteTuba took the lead and
was listed as the bot operator on the request for approval, saying
he would make a “substantial rewrite to fix known flaws and
generate better recommendations.” He also mentions the purpose
of the bot, saying “I think it can be used to improve the feelings of
community in Wikipedia by pointing people to other people and
groups, so I intend to do that.”
However, when BRFA#3 was proposed for SuggestBot, a new
operator was listed: username Nettrom, showing a transition in
ownership of the bot. The purpose of this new request for
approval was “As part of a research study, we want to post
suggestions to a limited number of new users in order to see if we
can make them contribute more than they otherwise would.”
BRFA #3 took place in 2010 as part of an experiment. BRFA #5
was also related to research. However, Nettrom also made BRFA
#4, in which “we now want to automate the process of handling
our users who have signed up to receive suggestions regularly to
ease the burden of having to do this manually.” This task makes
sense to ease the burden of manual editing, but Nettrom is
demonstrated as the clear owner of the bot after BRFA#3. To
summarize the other BRFAs, BRFA#6 is used for one time
requests, BRFA#7 was made to update the community portal’s list
of open tasks. BRFA#8 was made to update various task
templates periodically.
The interesting phenomenon is the clear transition in ownership
between ForteTuba to Nettrom. This is an example of
sustainability: while bots can extend the agencies of individual
editors, they also can, like many technologies, be transferred to
others. In other words, bots can be general purpose tools that can
be used by others. Ownership can be shared, and responsibility
can transfer. This increases the potential longevity of the bot, and
may also increase its maintainability: designers may anticipate
handing over control to make such handovers simpler.
During this transfer of responsibility, SuggestBot did not lose any
productivity in terms of edit count. Both operators remain
constantly engaged during their ownership (see Figure 3). It still
remains impactful on the users of Wikipedia that choose to use it.
While perhaps this seamless transfer is not surprising because
these two operators were colleagues, it points to the general issue
of the provenance, ownership, and responsibilities related to bots.
Bots may outlive their designers, or bots may be reinvented every
few years. Bots might eventually design other bots.

3

Figure 3: Bot transition of ownership

2.5 Bots and their governors
While editors commend bots for streamlining the knowledge
production process, they also complain that bots not only solve
problems, but also create them [31]. On the path of making bots
more effective, many complex machine learning problems need
to be solved. For example, to build a bot that protects pages, we
may want to use a machine learning classifier to identify
whether there is a possible violation. Then we will want to add
another classifier to indicate which policy was likely to be
violated; then in order to let the bot speak properly, we may
want to add a Natural Language Generation module; if we also
want the bot to learn from past experience, we should apply
online learning models that update the algorithm itself. Finally,
we should train another classifier to examine the bot and the
training data so we know that the bot is not exhibiting some
form of bias. In other words, the design space of Wikipedia bots
may include the currently understood variants of applied
machine learning systems.
In a variety of online communities, bots are created in a bottomup approach by enthusiastic volunteers. In such environments, a
developer may create a bot without knowing another bot already
handles a similar job. A bot may not be able to share data and
resources with other bots. They cannot learn from others’
experience.
A bot may easily fall into a dormant state because its developer
is no longer active. In this case, another developer may notice
and write another similar bot. The original bot may be
abandoned. From a higher level, the bots are evolving the way
software evolves, with some bots modified and improved while
others are eventually culled. These issues put the governance of
bots in the spotlight. Currently the Wikipedia community has a
Bot Approvals Group (BAG) to govern bot approvals and solve
related disputes.

3. What ought we to do
3.1 Steps for understanding the design space
4

Bots in Wikipedia have a variety of functions, including
collecting information, executing actions and generating content
[30]. As of February 2019, there were 1,939 registered bot
accounts and many of them interacted with the human editors.
With respect to function, bot designers declare what they do
when they apply for approval and again on the bot user pages
when approved. These declarations might be enumerated to
document the range of current functionality. This can be done
manually, although extracting functional descriptions
automatically is a current area of research [18]. These functions
might also be analyzed from a time series perspective to better
understand what functions are likely to be developed in the
future. For example, relatively few bots currently focus on
Wikidata, but a slate of recent developments suggest that more
such bots can be expected. The challenge is to anticipate, to
sketch out what can conceivably be built.
Bot architectures can be examined in cases where bot owners
make source code available. Many different languages and
frameworks are in use, and each developer makes a design
choice to use a particular toolkit. We can imagine the design of
tighter specifications for bots that might encourage more
uniformity, which might aid recombinations in the design phase
and systematic monitoring in the management phase. Given the
nature of the Wikimedia community, it is unclear if or how this
will happen.
With respect to interfaces, advances in machine learning are
leading to machines that can operate more autonomously, and
hence can take initiative [14, 17, 19]. The design space issue is
the following. Most bots can take initiative, and can likewise
allow humans to initiate. The challenges lie in the interactions
over time. A dispute between humans and bots over reversion of
content can easily escalate, just as disputes between human
editors can. Creating productive interactions between bots and
humans involves pulling from not only the design space of
machine learning, but also psychology. Understanding the
valence and arousal of human interactions is a challenge for
bots, and the next step is even more challenging: figuring out
when to defuse or escalate. Bot designers may want to create
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experimental bots that test the extremes of design space, but
other community members may be resistant to training errant
bots at the expense of producing more knowledge.

3.3. Concluding thoughts

3.2 Steps for understanding the evaluation space
Current evaluation practices can be understood by looking at the
bot requests for approvals and comments in response. This
might allow an enumeration of different criteria.

It will be useful to understand how the process of designing,
deploying and running bots changes over time, and how the
activities and skills of the humans change as the bots change.
Wikipedia provides traces of machine-human interaction that
might provide clues as to how increasingly autonomous machine
agents change the nature of human work and the nature of
knowledge artifacts.

Such criteria will involve tradeoffs. It may be desirable to get a
bot deployed quickly, but that bot may incur load on human
editors who will end up fixing the bot’s mistakes. The bot
approval process sometimes discusses these tradeoffs.
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